One of the central problems in exploiting the radar data is the analysis of a time series. The problem at hand is how to extract the information present in the data and use it to its full potential. Traditionally, radar signals have been analysed in either the time or the frequency domain. The Fourier transform is at the heart of a wide range of techniques that are generally used in radar data analysis and processing. However, the change of frequency content with time is one of the main features we generally observe in radar data. As a result of this change of frequency content with time, radar signals belong to the class of non-stationary signals. The analysis of nonstationary signals requires a technique that extends the notion of a global frequency spectrum to a local frequency description. Joint time-frequency analysis using time-frequency transforms has improved the analysis of non-stationary signals by revealing time-varying information embedded in signals.
During the past ten years, time-frequency analysis has been a major area of research in radar signal and image processing. One of the main challenges in radar detection and imaging is the unknown nature of the target's motion. The commonly used technique for radar detection and imaging is a Fourier-based approach, which assumes time invariance of the Doppler frequency. However, in real-world radar detection and imaging scenarios, when a target exhibits complex motion such as rotation, acceleration, or maneuvering, standard Fourier-based methods fail to yield a more revealing picture of the temporal localisation of a signal's spectral components. Radar target signature in the joint time-frequency domain is especially useful for representing time-dependent frequency characteristics that may help for target identification. The ultimate goal of the time-frequency approach is not merely to detect or form an image of the target, but also to target identification, especially cases of non-cooperative targets. The purpose of this Special Issue is to bring forward recent developments on time-frequency radar signal and image processing methods for detection, focusing images, feature extraction, and demonstrate the usefulness of the timefrequency approach for radar target identification. There is a close relationship between radar and sonar signal processing using time-frequency analysis and also with other fields such as geological and fault detection processing, among others.
The 26 papers collected in this Special Issue cover a wide range of relevant time-frequency signal processing topics; of these, 12 papers are published in Special Issue 3 and 14 papers are published in Special Issue 4.
Brinkman and Thayaparan present two algorithms, the genetic algorithm (GA) and the particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm, for focusing inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) images that suffered from degradation due to Doppler smearing. Results show that the PSO significantly outperformed the GA by converging to a focused image with much less computations of the cost function. The PSO algorithm also demonstrates its effectiveness on imaging intervals possessing higher order motion error and how reducing the search space is an effective way of focusing these images while reducing the computational burden. Li et al. present a technique for ISAR imaging of multiple targets using PSO-AJTF (adaptive joint timefrequency) approach. The simulation results confirm the efficiency of the proposed algorithm for multiple moving targets' imaging. In addition, PSO algorithm accelerates the searching for less time complexity of the proposed method. distribution preserves favourable properties of the standard S-method while the distribution concentration is improved by using Hermite functions of just a few first orders. Results show that the proposed technique is appropriate for radar signal analysis, as it is proven by experimental examples. Djurovic et al. evaluate a cubic-phase function for multicomponent signals with application to SAR imaging. The proposed technique is based on the STFT and cross-terms are removed or reduced in the same manner as in the case of the TF representation called the S-method. The proposed technique is applied for visualisation of signals in time-chirp rate plane and parameter estimation of analytical and radar signals. In addition, a procedure for focusing SAR images by using estimated parameters is proposed in order to verify obtained results. Thayaparan et al. present two algorithms for enhancing the capabilities of the adaptive joint time-frequency (AJTF) approach and the 3-dimensional motion detection method, respectively, on inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging. Results show that these enhanced detection algorithms are able to effectively and efficiently sort good imaging intervals in the real radar data set from poor imaging intervals which violated the 2D motion assumption of the mathematical model. It is shown that the imaging interval that possessed a low degree of 3D motion could be used to generate well focused images after being motion compensated.
Wang et al. introduces joint time-frequency domain reflectometry (JTFDR) as a unique solution for the cable diagnostics and prognostics. By employing an interrogating incident signal and advanced post-processing of the reflected signals, JTFDR is shown to be capable of overcoming those limitations. JTFDR is experimentally proven to be successful for detecting and locating both hard and incipient defects. The prognostic capabilities of JTFDR are also demonstrated via accelerated aging tests of an electric power cable. Kersten et al. derive the joint-time frequency analysis (JTFA) equations and estimate water surface speed for data collected at a specific imaging geometry. The time-frequency representation based on Capon's spectral estimation technique is applied to increase the signal-to-clutter ratio of weak scatterers. This study highlights the feasibility of using a single phase-centre SAR system to determine the motion of slow moving distributed targets representative of water flow.
Gabarda and Cristóbal present a method for events detection in seismic time series signals using time-frequency methods and Rényi entropy measure. The method is described and applied to different earthquake signals and volcanic tremors, using both real and synthetic data. Results are compared to other existing event detection methods. Cohen presents a time-frequency approach to radar, sonar, and seismic wave propagation with dispersion and attenuation. It is shown that phase space methods are particularly suited to study propagation with dispersion since in such situations the velocity of propagation is frequency dependent. Depending on the situation the phase-space may be time-frequency or position wavenumber. The application to the propagation of noise fields is also discussed.
O'Toole et al. present a simple algorithm to efficiently compute the time-frequency matched filter. It is shown that the algorithm with the real-valued signal, comparative to using the analytic signal, requires one-quarter of the computational load. Hence it is proposed that the real-valued signal, and not the analytical signal, enables an accurate and efficient implementation of the time-frequency matched filter. Nelson addresses the problem of estimating the time varying delay of a signal observed by two or more receivers, and develops accurate and computationally efficient methods for processing these signals. The process is computationally efficient since it is based on the conventional correlation function and does not require estimation of a cross ambiguity function or scale cross ambiguity function surfaces on a fine Doppler lattice. The effectiveness of these methods is demonstrated on signals whose parameters are consistent with airborne receivers and a stationary ground emitter.
Stevenson et al. propose a composite time-frequency distribution (TFD) based on a multiple view approach. The intrinsic mode functions and empirical mode decomposition (EMD) are used to construct a series of views in the ambiguity domain by highlighting concentrations of energy in the ambiguity domain. The advantage of such a method is that it can overcome interference in TFDs generated by the existence of multiple signal components at the cost of increased computation. The EMD-TFD is shown to offer superior performance when representing time-frequency energy concentration, and estimating the instantaneous frequency of nonstationary signal components. Okopal and Loughlin propose moments of a signal as features for classification in active sonar systems. The impact of propagation effects on the moment features is analysed, including the effect of random variability in certain channel parameters, such as target distance. Because the propagation model includes frequency-dependent effects that induce nonstationarities in the propagating signal, a time-frequency based approximation technique is used to analyse the moments. Results show how particular random channel effects increase the variability in the moment features, and thus provide some insight on the possible degradation in classification performance of the moment features.
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